
Abstract
The dissertation is structured to show how the competitive sport could help to

influence the integration of physically disabled people to society.The psychical

training  and  particularly  the  competitive  sport  has  become  a  focal  point  of

modern society, which has affected the life style of the word population. Therefor

it is the correct hyphoteses that success at international competitions could help

the sportsmen to make easier to be included into normal society.

To understand the complete picture of the problem of disabled people, I used the

basic documents of European Union and documents of Organization of United

Nations, which are interested in solutions of social problems such as, breaking

the Human rights, discrimination, social discrimination and raise the questions of

equal  opportunities.  The international  treaty  mostly  influences  the  legislative

work of social politics in Czech Republic. One of the main questions which I was

concern with, and described in part of my dissertation, was to show, who is the

disabled person by law and who has the right to receive the social disabled money

from the government.

The main part of dissertation, of course, covers the sport of disabled people,

especially sport of the top level. It shows the picture of heart of establishment

structure of international and also of nation paralympic organization. The Czech

paralympic team belongs to the one of the best teams in the word. The team,

regularly  returns  with  medals  from well  known event,  which  is  known as  a

Paralympic Games. Olympic Games continues to Paralympic Games, in past years

are becoming more and more popular. With the trend of becoming the sport to

professional level, and also with the increasing demands to disabled people, we

can see the dark site of the professional sport, such as doping and tricks with the

classification to physical categories, which are the main support of fair play sport

contests. The dissertation also describes the difficulties with the categorization of



the physical handicap.

The key task for answering the questions, which were asked at the beginning of

the  dissertation,  is  the  research  between  ex  and  current  Czech  disabled

sportsmen. The result of research work showed many of negatives, but also many

positive trends in Czech Paralympics Organization. At the end of my dissertation

is noted, that there is impossible to deduce, if the competitive sport has just a

positive influence to lives of disabled sportsmen. For a certainty i can establish,

that the sport expressively helps them to join the society.


